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let's make stuff

Hi! I'm Luke. I am an engineer & software delivery consultant specializing in full stack web applications and services.
With 7 years of experience building systems at enterprise scale, I've spent the last couple of years working as an independent consultant.
I enable software teams and entrepreneurs to meet their goals in designing, delivering, and maintaining software.
That means working with product teams to break ground on new Things, pairing with engineers to solve complex architecture problems, and everything in-between.
Most recently, my focus has been on building web applications with unique and challenging UI requirements. I've enjoyed handling the full development cycle of applications, from pre-inception all the way past launch. Although I have lots of experience picking up different technologies and codebases, we all have our favorite tools. Here are some of mine:
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	Consultant Software Engineer
	Company
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	Role
	Technical Partner
	Company
	ZUUT.co
	Date
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	Role
	Consultant Software Engineer
	Company
	NuWave Tech
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	2021 — 2023
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	Senior Cloud Infrastructure Engineer
	Company
	Grubhub
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	2018 — 2020
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	Senior Software Engineer
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	ThoughtWorks
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	2017 — 2018
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	Associate Software Engineer
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	ThoughtWorks
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	2016 — 2017
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Words from collaborators
"Luke was prompt and diligent with ideating and executing the ideas we had to help bring our vision to life. He expertly navigated the complexities of porting our iPhone app to Android, resulting in a seamless and polished final product. We were able to communicate and engage with a demographic of our fanbase that we didn't think would have been possible without his work and expertise. Luke's contributions were invaluable in expanding our reach, and if given the chance, I would work with him again!" 
Henock "HK" Sileshi, Creative Direction, BROCKHAMPTON
"When I set out to make ZUUT, I didn't know where to start. Luke was the perfect technical partner to help me figure out the product's direction, hire a team of designers and engineers, and get a prototype built - frequently contributing useful feature ideas of his own. He stayed on as the sole developer to turn that prototype into a live product. Luke got our app built with a high standard of quality and attention to detail."
"Koolfire", Founder, ZUUT
"Luke worked with me from the start to create this cross-platform mobile game. He helped me find a great designer to draw our our mockups, built the application, handled publishing to Apple & Google's storefronts, and was instrumental in helping me find a developer for long-term maintenance of the application. Without Luke, I'm not sure if I ever would have gotten this done." 
Kurtis Bryant, Creator, Devil's Dice Game
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